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HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH TRASH SPP  
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Liver 
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Boxy 

0424 955 426 

 

RUN 2214 Hare Sherbert. Hidden World Playground Fitzgibbon. 

15 brave walkers turned out in the very inclement weather to brave the elements 

and for Monday night’ run. (or was it the promise of Sherbet’s delectable 

culinary delights!!). Not one runner was brave enough to come out on a night like 

this, only the intrepid walkers kept the hash light burning. 

As the run was washed out by extreme weather Hare Sherbet sent the pack out 

with verbal instructions on where to go. Several hashers set out with good 

intensions to do the run, others chose to walk around the internal path of the 

park whilst the less brave huddled under the shelter.  

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 
is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 
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Only about 1 Km into the run (walk) Boxy saw an opportunity to short cut and 

headed across the Rhogan Road and most of the pack followed leaving just 3 to 

complete the entire run. Dog led the charge leading the 2 other brave hashers to 

complete the run luckily he was not walking at his usual pace as his Injured 

ankle was still giving him a bit of curry. We headed out on Rhogan road then a 

right turn along Norris road to Telegraph road to the Skate park and swimming 

pool right again then at last we came to Rhogan road and ON HOME only a very 

light sprinkling of rain accompanied us throughout the run. 500 meters from 

home Dog’s phone rang it was Heart Starters phone which had been 

commandeered by On Heat worried the he had succumbed to the inclement 

weather and perished. Or was it that the rest of the pack were getting hungry 

and had emptied the eskis!!.  

The run count was forgotten as the Grand Mattress called for the circle She was 

clearly anxious to on on to the nosh!!! Rabbi was called to give a “slackers” run 

report. His comment was “ they were all confused about which way to run – 

Colck ways or anti clock ways” Dog gave the true run (walk) – Just right distance 

and length. 

Run score 10 out of ten HaHa. 

Charges Rabbi for being confused 

Struck F***k charged by Heart Starter for wanting a tail wind and a blow job 

Rabbi and Smooth ride confused all by going anti clock wise 

Boxy charged On Heat for using his phone to check up on Dog then fondling him 

when he arrived back. She really must be “on heat” 

Ten Fingers charged Vampire and Magali for going to the wrong venue 



Ten fingers was charged for growing facial hair trying to disguise himself as 

Singapore Sling. All those males with facial hair were charged together – Rabbi, 

Pith Head and Ten . 

Awards – Dog presented Magali with the grub shirt for accusing the absent 

Shitzu for pulling Boy’s hair out What Hair???? 

Dummies to Ten from Flower for not knowing the difference between a red and a 

blue cider-a mortal sin!!! 

Birthdays recently celebrated – Heart Starter, Pithy and Sherbet. 

Finally the circle was closed and we all enjoyed a yummy tasty chirizo and 

vegitable casserole served very hot with jacket potatoes and yogurt. Followed by 

‘two bite brownies.” 
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Clown Bow 
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NEXT WEEK’S RUN – Run No. 2215  21/11/2020:  Hare:  Pithead 
 
Location:   
 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required 
• No complaining about the beer unless prepared to volunteer for the hash booze job 



 

- If anybody has cans, bottles they want to donate to hash, bring them 
along 

 


